Practice Verbal Items:

The verbal part has questions to measure your knowledge of the meaning of words. Read the directions and then try to do these sample questions.

Each question begins with two words. These two words go together in a certain way. Under them, there are four other pairs of words lettered A, B, C, and D. Find the lettered pair of words that go together in the same way as the first pair of words.

Try the example below now:

You need to figure out how the first two words (shoe and foot) go together. Shoe and foot go together because you wear a shoe on your foot. Find the lettered pair of words that go together in the same way. Click on your answer and then click Next to continue.

shoe : foot ::

- A. glove : hand
- B. coat : hat
- C. buckle : belt
- D. eye : face
Now try this example:

Find the lettered pair of words that go together in the same way as the first pair of words. Click your answer and then click Next to continue.

**tinkle : bells ::**

- A. whistle : tune
- B. glide : snakes
- C. rustle : leaves
- D. wrinkle : fabrics
Now try this example:

Find the lettered pair of words that go together in the same way as the first pair of words. Click your answer and then click Next to continue.

**big** : **huge** ::

- A. heavy : light
- B. long : thin
- C. fat : round
- D. small : tiny